


I am sure your experience, integrity
and customer focus will result in good
results for you and for the customers
you serve.

John Murphey | Vice Chairman on the Board
of Directors Texas Aviation, Integrated Flight
Systems,  Aero Design Retired Chairman
and CEO Bell Helicopter-Textron

I appreciated the way in which you
would get fully involved in your work,
and the enthusiasm with which you
embraced the numerous challenges
presented...

Brian Nerney | Director of Ranger Rotarcraft
Group, Inc.CEO Bell Helicopter-Textron

I would give Mike an unqualified 
recommendation as a trustworthy
business partner with deep domain
expertise in the aviation industry.

Daniel S. Dross | Trinity Hunt Partners
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Meridian Helicopters LLC is 
a diversified, forward-thinking, 
“all encompassing” firm that
specializes in aviation related
business with an emphasis 
on brokering, leasing, pre-buy 
inspections and consulting 
for helicopters, domestic 
and international.

With 30 years of experience,
Meridian Helicopters LLC 
focuses on elevated 
professionalism with an 
eye for improved business 
solutions.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
Teamed with Cadorath 
Aerospace, a world leader 
in repair, modification and 
overhaul of helicopter parts.
This partnership allows
Meridian Helicopters a 
more in-depth advantage 
of resources.
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Our success is attributed from
years of experience through
relationships, direct marketing
campaigns, internet marketing
and networking.

Our dedication and Knowledge
will alleviate your time and
stress in selling your aircraft
from start to close of escrow.

High-end VIP-style Bell 206L-3
or Utility helicopters available
for lease. Leasing provides 
executives with the option to
travel in style. Custom packages
are available to suit your 
mission.

With so many unknowns into
the history of an aircraft, we can
assimilate and direct you in the
right direction. With analytical
and critical inspection criteria,
we can examine aircraft and
records to give you reasonable
facts to make sound judgments
for your organization.

Aircraft Sales
& Brokerage

Aircraft
Leasing

Pre-Buy
Inspections

This is a necessity for most Helicopter Buyers. Let us direct 
you for Insurance and Financial requirements. We can guide 
and assist through our channels of expertise and give you 
your best possible choices. AVION Insurance is an aviation 
insurance specialty broker that has been exclusively placing 
and servicing aviation insurance risks for over 30 years. AVION 
has earned a superior reputation of negotiating optimal terms
for their clients, strengthened by their strong relationships 
with every major underwriter in the industry.

Insurance & Financing

From start to closing, 
we handle it all.

Free fair market 
evaluation for aircraft.

Pre-purchase inspection 
if needed.

Benefits to You



Michael Bashlor | Managing Partner
119 Lafferty Drive

Broussard, LA 70518
ph 337.857.5727

michael@meridianhelicopters.com
www.meridianhelicopters.com

All encompassing


